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ABSTRACT
Self-regulating active galactic nuclei (AGN) feedback in the cool cores of galaxy clusters plays central
role in solving the decades-old cooling flow problem. While there is consensus that AGN provide most
if not all of the energy needed to offset radiative losses in the intracluster medium (ICM) and prevent
catastrophically large star formation rates, one major problem remains unsolved – how is the AGN
energy thermalized in the ICM and what are the effective black hole feeding rates in realistic systems?
We perform a suite of three-dimensional magneto-hydrodynamical (MHD) adaptive mesh refinement
simulations of AGN feedback in a cool core cluster including cosmic ray (CR) physics. CRs are
supplied to the ICM via collimated AGN jets and subsequently disperse in the magnetized ICM via
streaming, and interact with the ICM via hadronic, Coulomb, and streaming instability heating. We
find that CR transport is an essential model ingredient needed for AGN feedback to self-regulate, at
least within the context of the physical model considered here. When CR streaming is neglected, the
suppression of CR mixing with the ICM by magnetic fields significantly reduces ICM heating, which
leads to cooling catastrophes. In the opposite case, when CR streaming is included, CRs come into
contact with the ambient ICM and efficiently heat it, which results in globally stable atmospheres.
Moreover, the dynamical state and intermittency of the central AGN are dramatically altered when
CR streaming is present – while the AGN is never in a completely off-state, it is more variable, and the
atmosphere goes through cycles characterized by low gas velocity dispersion interspersed with more
violent episodes. We find that CR streaming heating dominates over the heating due to Coulomb
and hadronic processes. Importantly, in simulations that include CR streaming, CR pressure support
in the central 100 kpc is very low and does not demonstrably violate observational constraints. On
the contrary, when CR streaming is neglected, CR energy is not spent on the ICM heating and CR
pressure builds up to the level that is in disagreement with the data. Overall, our models demonstrate
that CR heating is a viable channel for the thermalization of AGN energy in clusters, and likely also
in elliptical galaxies, and that CRs play an important role in determining AGN intermittency and the
dynamical state of cool core atmospheres.
Subject headings: cosmic rays – galaxies: active – galaxies: clusters: intracluster medium
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the long-standing puzzles in modeling of galaxy
clusters is the “cooling-flow problem” (Fabian 1994) –
clusters with short central radiative cooling times, i.e.,
cool-core clusters, are predicted to host massive inflows
of gas and to harbor large amounts of cold gas and stars
near their centers, significantly in excess of what is ob-
served. Various heating mechanisms of the ICM in cool
cores have been proposed in order to prevent or reduce
these inflows, among which AGN feedback is the most
promising one (McNamara & Nulsen 2012). These mech-
anisms include heating by dynamical friction acting on
substructure (e.g., El-Zant et al. (2004)), conduction of
heat from the outer hot layers of cool cores to their cen-
ters (e.g., Balbus & Reynolds (2008), Bogdanovic´ et al.
(2009), Parrish et al. (2010); Ruszkowski & Oh (2010);
Zakamska & Narayan (2003); Ruszkowski & Oh (2011);
Ruszkowski et al. (2011)), precipitation-driven AGN
feedback (e.g., Gaspari et al. (2012a); Li et al. (2015,
2016)), conduction and AGN feedback (e.g., Ruszkowski
& Begelman (2002); Yang & Reynolds (2016b)), dissipa-
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tion of AGN-induced sound waves and weak shocks (e.g.,
Fabian et al. (2003); Li et al. (2016); Ruszkowski et al.
(2004a,b); Fabian et al. (2017)), and cosmic ray heating
(e.g., Guo & Oh (2008)). Strong argument in favor of
the AGN mechanism comes from the prevalence of AGN
jet-inflated radio bubbles in cool-core clusters and the
correlation between the estimated jet power and central
cooling luminosity. Despite the observational evidence
supporting AGN feedback, numerical modeling of AGN
accretion and feedback suffers from large uncertainties
rooted in the huge separation of scales between the size
of supermassive black hole accretion disks and that of
clusters. Another major unsolved problem in modeling
AGN feedback concerns the issue of thermalization of the
AGN jet energy in the ICM. Detailed understanding of
this process is needed to discover how the supermassive
black hole feedback and feeding really work in realistic
systems.
In recent years hydrodynamic simulations made sub-
stantial progress in terms of understanding AGN accre-
tion and feedback processes in clusters. Earlier simula-
tions that include Bondi accretion of hot gas and injec-
tion of thermal energy demonstrated that supermassive
black hole feedback can be self-regulated (e.g., Sijacki
et al. (2007)). More recently, motivated by multiple the-
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oretical and observational studies that focus on the role
of thermal instability in the ICM in feeding the central
supermassive black hole (e.g., McCourt et al. (2012); Voit
et al. (2015)), simulations including cold-gas accretion
and momentum-driven feedback have successfully repro-
duced the positive temperature gradients and properties
of cold gas within the cool cores (Gaspari et al. 2012a;
Li et al. 2015, 2016). These kinds of simulations pro-
vided valuable insights into the mysteries of how the
AGN energy is transformed into heat and how the heat
is distributed radially and isotropically throughout the
cool core. Specifically, Yang & Reynolds (2016a) and
Li et al. (2016) showed that mixing with ultra-hot ther-
mal gas within bubbles and shock heating are the dom-
inant heating mechanisms. Moreover, Yang & Reynolds
(2016a) showed that a gentle circulation flow on billion-
year timescale is responsible for partially compensating
cooling and transporting the heat provided by the AGN
in an isotropic manner.
Despite these successes, fundamental and important
physical processes are not captured in purely hydrody-
namic models. One of the assumptions of the above-
mentioned hydrodynamic models is that, because the
injected kinetic energy is quickly turned into thermal
energy by shocks during the initial inflation phase, the
bubbles are filled with ultra-hot thermal gas. In reality,
the composition of radio bubbles is still largely unknown.
Observational estimates generally show that the pressure
contributed by radio-emitting CR electrons plus mag-
netic pressure is small compared to the ambient pressure,
suggesting that the bubbles are dominated by either non-
radiating CR particles or ultra-hot thermal gas (Dunn &
Fabian 2004). While momentum-driven jet models often
produce radially elongated bubbles, CR-dominated light
jets can naturally inflate fat bubbles like those observed
at the center of Perseus (Guo & Mathews 2011). Both
types of bubble shapes appear to exist in observed cool
cores, suggesting that the bubbles could have a range
of different compositions (Guo 2016). In terms of heat-
ing the ICM, CR-dominated bubbles are expected to be-
have qualitatively differently from hydrodynamic bub-
bles. First, they expand with an effective adiabatic index
of 4/3 instead of 5/3. Second, while mixing is a primary
heating mechanism for hydrodynamic bubbles, CR bub-
bles contain less thermal energy that could be accessed
by the ICM via mixing. Also, the level of mixing and the
distance bubbles could travel before getting disrupted
by instabilities depend on a number of factors, such as
the smaller amount of momentum they carry, their lower
density, CR diffusion along the magnetic field, and the
topology of the magnetic field in the ICM (Ruszkowski
et al. 2007, 2008). Third, the surrounding ICM partially
mixed with the CR bubbles is more buoyant and could
result in a significant outward mass transfer. In fact,
Mathews & Brighenti (2008) showed that this has a net
cooling effect on the gas as the ICM displaced by the CR
bubbles expands. Therefore, it is unclear how the heat-
ing occurs and how self-regulation can be established in
cases where CRs dominate the bubble energy content.
Some recent works on CR bubbles focused on 2D simu-
lations; however, 3D simulations are required in order to
accurately capture the properties of mixing.
CRs can scatter on either magnetic field irregulari-
ties generated by externally driven turbulence or by self-
excited Alfve´n waves via the CR streaming instability. In
the latter case CRs stream down their pressure gradients
along magnetic field lines at (or above) the Alfve´n speed.
In this case, CRs experience an effective drag force that
heats the gas (Zweibel 2013). This Alfve´n wave heating
was proposed as a viable mechanism to offset radiative
cooling (Loewenstein et al. 1991; Guo & Oh 2008; Pfrom-
mer 2013; Jacob & Pfrommer 2016a,b). However, so far
only spherically symmetric 1D models of Alfve´n wave
heating were explored in the literature.
In this paper we study the ICM heating by CR-
dominated bubbles using 3D MHD simulations including
CR advection, streaming, Alfve´n wave heating due to
streaming and CR heating due to hadronic interactions
between CRs and the thermal ICM. We demonstrate that
CR transport by streaming is essential for constructing
self-regulating feedback loop models, at least within the
context of the physical model considered here. We show
that CR contribution to the heating budget can be very
important and that heating due to streaming can dom-
inate over the hadronic and Coulomb heating. We also
show that the simulations that include CR heating result
in more intermittent AGN feedback.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de-
scribe basic physics relevant to CR heating of the ICM
and the numerical techniques employed in our work. In
Section 3 we present our main results. Summary and
Conclusions are presented in Section 4.
2. METHODS
2.1. Initial and boundary conditions and the jet
feedback model
The gravitational potential and initial conditions for
the temperature and density distributions of the gas re-
semble those adopted by Yang & Reynolds (2016a). In
brief, the cluster atmosphere is initially close to hydro-
static equilibrium and its density profile is similar to that
corresponding to the Perseus cluster.
We include tangled magnetic fields that are generated
using the method similar to that described in Ruszkowski
et al. (2007). We assume that in Fourier space the field
has the following form
B ∝ k−11/6 exp
[
−
(
k
kin
)4]
(1)
where kin = 10
2(2pi/L), where L = 1Mpc is the size
of the computational domain. We perform an inverse
Fourier transform to generate real-space magnetic fields
and, following Wiener et al. (2013), we rescale the field
such that B ∝ ρ0.3o , where ρo is the ICM density.
This ensures that the magnetic pressure is approximately
proportional to the gas pressure. In order to gener-
ate divergence-free field, we Fourier transform the field
and perform divergence cleaning as in Ruszkowski et al.
(2007). This procedure is repeated until a divergence-
free field proportional to ρ0.3o is obtained. The final field
is normalized such that plasma β ∼ 102. We also im-
pose small isobaric perturbations δρ/ρ on top of the
average gas density profiles. Following Gaspari et al.
(2012b), these fluctuations are approximately character-
ized by white noise spectrum with the amplitude of 0.1.
The resulting ICM gas density distribution is given by
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ρ = ρo max(0.8, 1 + δρ/ρ).
We use adaptive mesh refinement to refine the domain
up to the maximum resolution of 1.95 kpc. Refinement
is triggered by temperature gradients. We employ diode
boundary conditions (the gas is only allowed to flow out
of the domain; code variables have vanishing gradient at
the boundary) but note that the choice of boundary con-
ditions is not critical as the domain is much larger than
the size of the central parts of the cool core.
The black hole feedback model adopted here is based
on the “chaotic cold accretion” model (Gaspari et al.
2012b, 2013; Li et al. 2015) and closely follows that used
by Yang & Reynolds (2016a). In this model the cooling
gas is removed from the hot phase of the ICM when its
temperature drops below T = 5× 105K. The cold gas is
then converted to passive particles that follow the fluid
and are allowed to accrete onto the central black hole
triggering feedback. The AGN energy is supplied back
to the ICM via bipolar precessing jets.
Compared to the feedback model used by Yang &
Reynolds (2016a), the main difference is that here we
also include MHD and CR physics and consequently the
energy injected by the AGN jets is supplied in kinetic
and CR form. We consider jets dominated by the CR
component and assume that a fraction of fcr = 0.9 of the
energy of the jet fluid is in the form of CRs. Other model
parameters are: jet mass loading factor η = 1, feedback
efficiency  = 3 × 10−4, accretion timescale tff = 5 Myr,
accretion radius raccre = 5.85 kpc, precession period of
the jet tprec =10 Myr, and precession angle of 15
o. The
feedback energy is injected in a cylinder of 5 kpc in ra-
dius and 4 kpc in height. We refer the reader to Yang
& Reynolds (2016a) and references provided therein for
definitions of these quantities and further details.
2.2. Model equations
We solve the MHD equations including CR advection,
dynamical coupling between CR and the thermal gas,
CR streaming along the magnetic field lines and the as-
sociated heating of the gas by CR, heating of the ICM by
Coulomb and hadronic interactions, and radiative cool-
ing
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρug) = ρ˙j, (2)
∂ρug
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρugug − BB
4pi
)
+∇ptot = ρg + p˙j, (3)
∂B
∂t
−∇× (ug ×B) = 0, (4)
∂e
∂t
+∇ ·
[
(e+ ptot)ug − B(B · ug)
4pi
]
= ρug · g
−∇ · Fc − C +Hc +Hj, (5)
∂ec
∂t
+∇ · (ecug) = −pc∇ · ug −∇ · Fc + Cc +Hj, (6)
where ρ is the gas density, ug is the gas velocity, B is the
magnetic field, g is the gravitational field, ρ˙j is the rate of
injection of thermal gas via jet, p˙j is the rate of momen-
tum injection associated with the AGN, ec is the specific
CR energy density, and e = 0.5ρu2g + eg + ec + B
2/8pi
is the total energy density, C is the radiative cooling en-
ergy loss rate per unit volume, Fc is the CR flux due to
streaming relative to the gas, Hc is the rate of change of
total specific energy due to streaming instability heat-
ing of the gas and Coulomb and hadronic CR losses,
Cc is the CR cooling rate due to the streaming insta-
bility, Coulomb, and hadronic CR losses, and Hj rep-
resents heating due to the AGN. The total pressure is
ptot = (γg−1)eg+(γc−1)ec+B2/8pi, where eg and ec are
the specific thermal energy density of the gas, γg = 5/3
is the adiabatic index for ideal gas, and γc = 4/3 is the
effective adiabatic index of CR fluid.
Radiative cooling is included using the Sutherland &
Dopita cooling function (Sutherland & Dopita 1993). In
order to speed up the computations we employ the syb-
cycling method (Anninos et al. 1997; Proga et al. 2003)
when the local cooling time becomes shorter than the
hydrodynamical timestep.
We solve the above equations using the adaptive mesh
refinement MHD code FLASH4.2 (Fryxell et al. 2000;
Dubey et al. 2008). We employ the directionally un-
split staggered mesh solver (Lee & Deane 2009; Lee
2013). This solver is based on a finite-volume, high-
order Godunov scheme and utilizes a constrained trans-
port method to enforce divergence-free magnetic fields.
We use third order MHD scheme and HLLD Riemann
solver.
2.3. Cosmic ray physics
We include the heating of the ICM by CRs and trans-
port of CRs with respect to the gas. Details of the CR
physics module can be found in Yang et al. (2012) and
Ruszkowski et al. (2017), where we discuss simulations
the Fermi bubbles and CR-driven galactic winds, respec-
tively. We now summarize key CR physics processes de-
scribed in that paper and discuss extensions of the CR
module specific to the modeling of the ICM presented
here.
2.3.1. Streaming of cosmic rays
Propagation of CRs in the magnetized ICM can be de-
scribed in the framework of the self-confinement model.
In this picture, CR scatter on waves excited by the
streaming instability (Kulsrud & Pearce 1969; Wentzel
1974; Zweibel 2013). In a state of marginally stable
anisotropy, the CRs stream at the Alfve´n speed down
their pressure gradients. However, the waves excited
by the streaming instability can be damped by vari-
ous mechanisms, e.g., by turbulent or Landau damping.
When this happens, CRs can stream at speeds exceed-
ing the Alfve´n speed. The effective streaming speed in-
creases with the strength of the damping mechanism.
The streaming flux is given by Fcr = (ecr +pcr)us, where
us = −sgn(bˆ · ∇ecr)fuA is the streaming velocity, uA is
the Alfve´n velocity, and f is the streaming speed boost
factor.
As demonstrated by Wiener et al. (2013), the effec-
tive streaming speed in the ICM can significantly exceed
the Alfve´n speed in the cluster outskirts. For conditions
representative of the cluster cool cores, damping mecha-
nisms can lead to moderately super-Alfve´nic speeds for
the following reasons. Wiener et al. (2013) consider tur-
bulent and non-linear Landau damping mechanisms. In
the turbulent damping case, the effective streaming speed
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Table 1
List of simulations
run name Coulomb/hadronic heating streaming heating transport speed
CHT0 yes no 0
ST1 no yes vA
SCHT1 yes yes vA
SCHT4 yes yes 4vA
CHT1 yes no vA
is
us = uA
(
1 + 0.08
B
1/2
10µGn
1/2
i,−2
L
1/2
mhd,10nc,−9
γn−3.53 10
2(n−4.6)
)
, (7)
where ni,−2 = ni/(10−2cm−3) is the ion number den-
sity, nc,−9 = nc/(10−9cm−3) is the CR number density,
Lmhd,10 = Lmhd/(10kpc) is the lengthscale at which tur-
bulence is driven at the Alfve´n speed uA, γ3 = γ/3 is the
average CR Lorentz factor, and n > 4 is the slope of the
CR distribution function in momentum (approximately
n = 4.6). In the non-linear Landau damping case the
effective streaming speed is
us = uA
(
1 + 0.03
n
3/4
i,−2T
1/4
5keV10
n−4.6γ(n−3)/23
B10µGL
1/2
cr,10n
1/2
c,−9
)
, (8)
where Lcr,10 = Lcr/(10kpc) is the characteristic length-
scale of the fluctuations in the CR distribution and
T5keV = T/(5keV) is the ICM temperature. For the con-
ditions representative of cool cores, in both of these cases,
CR streaming is not typically super-Alfve´nic. However,
the damping rate Γ may be further boosted by linear
Landau damping leading to ΓLandau/Γturb ∼ β1/2, where
β is the plasma β ∼ 102 parameter in the ICM (Zweibel,
in prep.). When this process is included, the second term
in Eq. (7) needs to be multiplied by β1/2. For plausible
cool core parameters, the CR number density is
nc = 3× 10−9n− 4
n− 3q−2ni,−2T5keVE
−1
min,GeV, (9)
where q is the ratio of CR pressure to the ICM pressure
and Emin,GeV is the low-energy cutoff in CR momentum
distribution. Given the uncertainty in β, Lmhd, and nc, it
is plausible that the effective CR streaming speed could
be moderately super-Alfve´nic, i.e., boosted by a factor
of order unity beyond the Alfve´n speed. Therefore, in
addition to Alfve´nic streaming we also consider super-
Alfve´nic streaming for f = 4 in order to bracket our
solutions.
CR streaming is incorporated using the method of
Sharma et al. (2009). Because the term −∇·Fcr varies in-
finitely fast due to the discontinuity in the streaming flux
near CR energy local extrema, it leads to a prohibitively
small simulation timestep. In order to remove the sin-
gularity and speed up computations, we regularize the
streaming flux by Fc = −(ec + pc)uAtanh(hcbˆ · ∇ec/ec),
where hc is a free (regularization) parameter. In the cal-
culations presented in this paper we adopt hc = 100 kpc.
2.3.2. ICM heating by cosmic rays
As the CRs stream, they also experience an effective
drag force. Consequently, CRs lose energy and the gas
is heated due to the Alfve´n wave heating at the rate of
Hcr,stream = −uA · ∇pcr. (10)
In addition to the heating of the ICM associated with the
streaming instability, CRs also heat the gas via Coulomb
and hadronic interactions. We approximate the effects
of CR cooling due to Coulomb and hadronic losses due
to pion production via (Yoast-Hull et al. 2013)
Ccr,c = −4.93× 10−19n− 4
n− 3
ecρ
Emin
ρ
µemp
erg cm−3s−1
(11)
and due to the hadronic losses via
Ccr,h = −8.56× 10−19n− 4
n− 3
ecρ
Emin
ρ
µpmp
erg cm−3s−1,
(12)
where Emin = 1 GeV is the minimum energy of CRs, µe
and µp are the mean molecular weights per electron and
proton, respectively. In the simulations we assume n =
4.5 and mean proton Lorentz γ = 3. While all of the CR
energy loss due to Coulomb collisions is transferred to the
gas, only ∼ 1/6 of the CR energy loss due to pion produc-
tion is used to heat the gas and the remainder is removed
as gamma ray emission and neutrinos. Consequently, the
rate of change of the total specific energy density of the
gas, that includes the thermal and CR specific energy
densities, is Hcr = (5/6)Ccr,h/ρ < 0 and the CR specific
energy density loss rate is Cc = (Ccr,c + Ccr,h)/ρ.
3. RESULTS
The list of the performed runs is shown in Table 1.
Figure 1 presents cross sections through the cluster cen-
ter showing the distribution of the specific CR energy
density. From left to right these slices correspond to the
following cases: (i) hadronic and Coulomb heating but
no transport processes (CHT0), (ii) CR streaming and
streaming heating (ST1), (iii) CR streaming and heat-
ing due to streaming, hadronic and Coulomb processes
(SCHT1), and (iv) same as the last panel but for super-
Alfve´nic streaming (SCHT4). All snapshots were taken
at 3 Gyr. This figure demonstrates that CR transport
processes affect the morphology of the radio emitting
plasma and effectively redistribute CRs. The redistri-
bution of CR energy is efficient despite the fact the jet
is pointed in approximately constant direction. As ex-
pected, the widening of the CR distribution is most sig-
nificant when the CR transport is the fastest, i.e., super-
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Figure 1. From left to right: Slice though the cosmic ray energy density distribution for the case with hadronic and Coulomb heating
(CHT0), cosmic ray streaming/heating (ST1), cosmic ray streaming/heating and hadronic and Coulomb heating (SCHT1), and same as
the last panel but for super-Alfve´nic streaming (SCHT4). All snapshots were taken at 3 Gyr.
Alfve´nic. Note that these results also imply that the dy-
namical state of the atmosphere does depend on whether
CR transport is included. Despite the fact that all snap-
shots were taken at the same time, the case where the
CR streaming is neglected corresponds to the most per-
turbed atmosphere at the center of the cool core, while
in all cases that include streaming, the ICM is relatively
less disturbed and calmer at this particular time. As de-
scribed in detail below, in the simulations including CR
streaming the ICM generally exhibits larger variations
due to more intermittent AGN feedback. This means
that the atmosphere can experience both the periods
of relative calm and more stormy conditions. Recent
Perseus data from Hitomi is consistent with relatively
low level of turbulence in this cluster (Hitomi Collabora-
tion et al. 2016). It is plausible that the dynamical state
of the Perseus cluster currently corresponds to relatively
low-turbulence state captured in Figure 1 in cases includ-
ing transport processes (see also Li et al. (2016)). Al-
ternatively, turbulent motions in the cluster atmosphere
could be reduced due to viscosity. We also point out that
the iron line shifts corresponding to large gas velocities
induced by the AGN at the center of the cool core may
be partially diluted by slower moving gas away from the
center. This may give an impression of relative calm in
the ICM even if fast gas motions are present. This dilu-
tion effect has been seen in mock Hitomi simulations that
show line shifts consistent with the data (Morsony, priv.
comm.). We defer to a future publication the study of
the iron emission line profiles and observational predic-
tions for the planned Hitomi replacement and the X-ray
Surveyor missions.
As expected, the dispersal of CRs throughout the core
is more pronounced at later times since the onset of feed-
back and when the speed of CR transport is faster. In-
terestingly, observations of M87 with LOFAR reveal a
sharp radio emission boundary that does not seem to de-
pend sensitively on radio frequency (de Gasperin et al.
2012), i.e., it appears that the boundary corresponds to
the physical extent of CRs. At late times no such bound-
ary is seen in the simulations. However, such boundary
in the spatial distribution of CRs could be explained by
large-scale sloshing motions that order magnetic fields
on large scales and prevent the leakage of CRs to large
distances by suppressing cross-field CR transport. Sim-
ulations of ZuHone et al. (2013) show that sloshing mo-
tions induced by substructure in the cluster can gener-
ate tangential magnetic fields. Such fields could slow
down radial transport of CRs away from the core. Alter-
natively, weaker or less collimated AGN feedback could
prevent the bubbles from overshooting the critical radius
at which their internal entropy equals that of the ambi-
ent ICM. In such a case, we would expect CR to exist
predominantly within such critical radius. We defer ex-
ploration of these possibilities to a future publication and
point out that there exist counter-examples to the mor-
phological appearance of M87. In Abell 262 (Clarke et al.
2009) and A2597 (Clarke et al. 2005) the radio emission
at lower frequencies extends to larger distances from the
cluster center.
The pressure support due to CRs is quantified in
Figure 2. Pressure support is defined as the ratio of
the pressure provided by CRs to the sum of the thermal
and CR pressures. In order to exclude CR-filled bubbles
that are cooling very inefficiently, this quantity is set to
10−2 whenever the local cooling time exceeds the Hubble
time. All panels show the evolution of the profiles of the
pressure support. Dark lines corresponds to 50% of CR
contribution to the total pressure support. In the case
excluding CR transport (left panel), CR interaction with
the ambient medium is inhibited. This is caused by the
presence of the magnetic fields that slow down the mix-
ing process and the fact that CRs are simply advected
with the gas and do not stream with respect to the loca-
tion of the fluid injected by the AGN. Consequently, even
though hadronic and Coulomb heating processes are in-
cluded, the CR heating of the ambient ICM is ineffective
because CRs do not easily come in contact with the ther-
mal ICM. This means that the cooling catastrophe can
easily develop, which leads to large mass accretion rates
onto the central supermassive black hole. As a result of
this accretion the black hole feedback increases and more
CRs are injected into the ICM. This is a runaway process
in which CRs account for progressively larger fraction of
the total pressure support. At the end of the simulation
the CR pressure support in ∼50 kpc is dominant and
thus it is inconsistent with observational constraints (Ja-
cob & Pfrommer 2016b,b).
The remaining three panels illustrate that the role of
transport processes is essential for removing this tension
with observations. The second panel shows that includ-
ing CR streaming and associated with it streaming heat-
ing dramatically reduces CR contribution to the pressure
support. This reduction in CR pressure occurs because
CRs can now come into contact with the thermal ICM
and heat it, thus reducing the CR energy density and
associated with it CR pressure. Similarly, CR pressures
are further reduced when, in addition to the processes in-
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Figure 2. Evolution of cosmic ray pressure support distribution in the intracluster medium (ordering of panels is the same as in Fig. 1).
Dark line corresponds to 50% contribution to pressure support.
cluded in the second panel, we also include CR hadronic
and Coulomb losses. These two processes further drain
the energy from CRs and heat the thermal gas. Finally,
the last panel demonstrates the consequences of includ-
ing faster (super-Alfve´nic) streaming. As expected, this
further reduces CR pressure support. Note that this
boost in the CR streaming speed only affects the rate
of CR transport rather than the Alfve´n wave heating. In
all cases but the one shown in the leftmost panel, the CR
pressure support is very small.
We also performed a run without streaming instabil-
ity heating but including transport by streaming and
heating by Coulomb and hadronic processes (CHT1; not
shown). While this run is unphysical, it helps us to bet-
ter understand the role of CR transport. In this run,
the values of CR pressure support (and typical variabil-
ity timescales of CR pressure support; see below for more
detailed discussion of variability) are similar to those seen
in the three right panels in Figure 2. This experiment
shows that CR transport is essential for preventing cool-
ing cathastrope.
In all three cases that include transport processes
(panels 2 to 4 in Figure 2) there is a significant variation
in the CR pressure support over time. This is a conse-
quence of self regulation of the AGN feedback that was
absent from the non-streaming case (panel 1 in Figure
2) where a global runaway cooling instability dominated
the evolution of the ICM. This self-regulating behavior of
the atmosphere is reflected in Figure 3 which shows AGN
jet power as a function of time. In all four cases but the
one shown in the first panel, the black hole feedback is
highly variable. Note that despite the large variability,
the AGN jet never completely switches off.
While predicting detailed observational gamma-ray
and radio signatures based on these simulations is be-
yond the scope of this paper, we point out that typi-
cal levels of CR pressure support that we find in simu-
lations including CR transport are generally consistent
with the data. Based on one-dimensional models that
include heating by thermal conduction and CRs, Jacob
& Pfrommer (2016b) argue that in those cool core clus-
ters that do not host radio mini halos, AGN activity and
CR heating are the strongest, and that CRs can provide
adequate level of heating without violating observational
radio and gamma-ray constraints. They further argue
that primary and secondary CR electron radio emission
associated with the AGN outbursts could be difficult to
detect due to the small physical extent of the radio emis-
sion in this case and the large flux dynamical range of the
AGN jet and the halo. This picture is likely to be consis-
tent with the elevated CR pressure support during AGN
outbursts that is seen in Figure 2 (e.g., near ∼ 3 Gyr
in the rightmost panel). In Jacob & Pfrommer (2016a)
typical values of CR-to-thermal pressure are on the order
of 0.1 and vary substantially from object to object and
thus presumably depend on the cluster dynamical state.
Interestingly, Pfrommer (2013) shows that in the Virgo
cluster, in the absence of thermal conduction, adequate
CR heating rate can be supplied when CR fraction is
around 0.3 while not violating observational data. Levels
of CR pressure support that we observe in our simula-
tions during outbursts are comparable to those suggested
by Jacob & Pfrommer (2016a) and could presumably
be reduced further if we included thermal conduction.
In the case of cool cores that are associated with radio
mini halos, Jacob & Pfrommer (2016b) predict that the
amount of CR pressure support needed to stably heat the
cool core exceeds observational limits and suggest that
such objects are expected to be dominated by radiative
cooling. This situation could correspond to the periods
in between the outbursts seen in Figure 2. Thus, the
general properties of our simulations, and in particular
the presence of the feedback loop and two classes of cool
cores, are broadly consistent with the picture based on
the above one-dimensional models. We also note that the
simulations that do not include CR transport processes
(left panel in Figure 2), do not show intermittent AGN
activity and would therefore not be able to account for
the transitions between cool cores with and without ra-
dio mini halos. Finally, we note that here we focus on
general trends and defer to future publication the study
of the parameter space of the models that meet observa-
tional constraints in detail.
The evolution of the X-ray luminosity within the cen-
tral 100 kpc is shown in Figure 4. Green line corresponds
to bolometric brehmsstrahlung luminosity and black line
to the X-ray emission integrated in the 0.5 to 10 keV
range. As the X-ray emission is dominated by the densest
central region of the cool core, an increase in the X-ray
luminosity implies larger accretion of gas onto the central
supermassive black hole. This boost in the accretion rate
consequently implies stronger AGN feedback and this is
why peaks in the X-ray luminosity closely correlate with
the times when the jet power increases (see Figure 3).
This cyclic behavior of the X-ray luminosity is evident in
the cases including CR streaming.
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Figure 3. Jet power (ordering of figures is the same as in Fig. 1).
Figure 4. X-ray luminosity within the central 100 kpc (ordering of panels is the same as in Fig. 1). Green line corresponds to bolometric
brehmsstrahlung luminosity and black line to the X-ray emission integrated in the 0.5 to 10 keV range.
The evolution of the profiles of the ratio of heating
to radiative cooling is shown in Figure 5. As in the case
of the profiles of the CR pressure support shown in Fig-
ure 2, in order to exclude regions that are cooling very
inefficiently, the heating-to-cooling ratio is set to 10−2
whenever the local cooling time exceeds the Hubble time.
From left to right, top row corresponds to the heating
due to streaming in the case with: (i) streaming heating
(ST1), (ii) streaming heating and hadronic and Coulomb
heating (SCHT1), (iii) super-Alfve´nic streaming heating
and hadronic and Coulomb heating (SCHT4). Bottom
row shows the ratio of combined Coulomb and hadronic
heating to radiative cooling. Shown from left to right
in the bottom row are the following cases: (i) Coulomb
and hadronic heating without CR streaming transport
(CHT0), (ii) Coulomb and hadronic heating with CR
streaming transport (SCHT1), (iii) same as (ii) but for
super-Alfve´nic CR streaming transport (SCHT4).
Let us begin discussing Figure 5 by focusing on the
bottom left panel. This panel shows the ratio of the com-
bined heating due to Coulomb and hadronic interactions
to radiative cooling without including CR transport ef-
fects. This panel mirrors what is shown in the left panel
in Figure 2 in the sense that the regions characterized by
high heating-to-cooling ratios increase in size over time
just as the regions occupied by high CR fraction grow
with time. This significant heating is a direct conse-
quence of the accumulation of large amounts of CRs in
the cluster center. The accumulation of CRs is caused by
increased AGN energy injection. However, because the
mixing of CRs with the ICM is inefficient in this case,
bulk of the ICM begins to overcool, which in turn leads
to the stronger AGN feedback and associated with it CR
injection. This particular case is ultimately unsuccess-
ful because the CR heating does not couple well to the
bulk of the ambient ICM. This is also consistent with the
evolution of the jet power shown in Figure 3. By com-
paring the leftmost panel in Figure 3 that corresponds
to the case without CR streaming to the jet power evo-
lution in the cases that do include streaming (panels 2
through 4 in Figure 3), one can see that the integrated jet
power, and thus the amount of CRs that accumulate in
the cluster core, is the largest in the non-streaming case.
When CR transport is neglected, the coupling of CRs
to the gas is very weak. Consequently, gas accretion is
unopposed, jet is constantly turned on, but its energy is
not used efficiently to offset radiative losses in the ICM.
Thus, accretion proceeds uninterrupted, and the AGN is
not intermittent.
The non-streaming case is deceptively similar to the
cases considered by Yang & Reynolds (2016a), who sim-
ulated AGN feedback using hydrodynamical simulations.
The main differences between the non-streaming case
presented here and their simulations is that (i) in their
model AGN jets inflate bubbles dominated by thermal
energy whereas in our case the injection is dominated by
CRs, and (ii) we include magnetic fields. Even though
hadronic and Coulomb interactions are included in the
non-streaming case, mixing of the AGN fluid with the
ambient ICM is inhibited by magnetic fields and so the
coupling of the AGN fluid to the ambient thermal gas
is suppressed. This suppression is absent from Yang &
Reynolds (2016a) simulations and the heating of the am-
bient ICM can proceed via mixing with the thermal AGN
jet fluid. This interpretation is also consistent with the
results of Sijacki et al. (2008) who do include CRs but
neglect magnetic fields. In their case cooling catastro-
phe is prevented most likely as a result of more efficient
mixing of the AGN fluid containing CRs and subsequent
interactions of CRs with the ambient ICM via processes
other than streaming heating.
The fact that the non-streaming case fails to self-
regulate also implies that other heating mechanisms such
as dissipation of turbulence or weak shocks, though
present, are not the dominant sources of heating of the
ICM. Instead, CR heating through interaction between
the CRs and the ICM is essential for reaching a global
thermal balance. This conclusion is analogous to that of
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Figure 5. Evolution of the distribution of the ratio of cosmic ray heating to radiative cooling in the intracluster medium. From left
to right, top row corresponds to the heating due to streaming in the case with: (i) streaming heating (ST1), (ii) streaming heating and
hadronic and Coulomb heating (SCHT1), (iii) super-Alfve´nic streaming heating and hadronic and Coulomb heating (SCHT4). Bottom
row shows the ratio of combined Coulomb and hadronic heating to radiative cooling. Shown from left to right in the bottom row are the
following cases: (i) Coulomb and hadronic heating without CR streaming transport (CHT0), (ii) Coulomb and hadronic heating with CR
streaming transport (SCHT1), (iii) same as (ii) but for super-Alfve´nic CR streaming transport (SCHT4).
Yang & Reynolds (2016b) who point out a similar hier-
archy of heating sources, but that the role of CR heating
in our simulations is replaced by mixing of the ultra-hot
gas within the bubbles with the ambient ICM in the hy-
drodynamic case.
We point out that the increase of the ICM entropy
in cool cores may be dominated by CR heating rather
than by, for example, turbulent dissipation. After the
ICM has come into contact with CRs and experienced
localized heating, it can expand locally. Such generated
gas motions could eventually decay via turbulent dissi-
pation. However, the primary heating mechanism in this
case would be the CR heating rather then “secondary”
turbulent dissipation. However, we also note that the
framework we are using does not allow for the dissipa-
tion of sound waves by conductive and viscous processes.
While these processes are likely to play an important role
too (see, e.g., Ruszkowski et al. (2004a,b); Fabian et al.
(2017)), including these processes is beyond the scope of
this paper.
Typical patterns in the evolution of the heating-to-
cooling ratios shown in Figure 5 are dramatically dif-
ferent when CR streaming is included, i.e., in all other
panels except for the bottom left panel. It is evident that
including streaming increases temporal variability in the
CR heating profiles. This variable behavior also mirrors
what is seen in Figure 2 showing the evolution of the CR
pressure support. In particular, the top left panel in Fig-
ure 5, that includes CR streaming and associated with
it streaming heating, shows that the source is highly in-
termittent and that CR heating no longer systematically
increases over time. Importantly, each significant AGN
outburst results in CR heating rates being comparable to
radiative cooling. Similar conclusion can be drawn from
the top middle panel that corresponds to the cases that
also includes hadronic and Coulomb heating. It also ap-
plies to its analog shown in the top right panel that cor-
responds to super-Alfve´nic streaming though the heating
rates are somewhat reduced due to (i) accelerated trans-
port of CRs away from the center of the cool core and (ii)
the fact that the heating rate depends on the gradient of
CR distribution that is somewhat flatter in this case due
to smoother CR distribution.
We can also compare the contributions of CR stream-
ing heating and the combined Coulomb and hadronic
losses to the total heating budget by comparing top and
bottom panels in the middle and right columns. Top
panels show the contribution from the CR streaming case
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Figure 6. Profiles of temperature, entropy normalized to the initial entropy distribution, emission-weighted temperature, emission-
weighted density, emission-weighted entropy (from top to bottom, respectively; ordering of columns is the same as in Fig. 1).
while the bottom ones that due to the sum of Coulomb
and hadronic heating. Interestingly, it is the CR stream-
ing heating that dominates in all cases.
In Figure 6 we show profiles of temperature, entropy
normalized to the initial entropy distribution, emission-
weighted temperature, emission-weighted density, and
emission-weighted entropy (from top to bottom, respec-
tively; ordering of columns is the same as in Fig. 1;
weighting is computed using X-ray band extending from
0.5 to 10 keV). Color-coded lines correspond to differ-
ent times. There is significant qualitative difference be-
tween the evolution of the temperature profiles in the
non-streaming case (upper left panel) and all other cases.
In the non-streaming case, the temperature systemat-
ically decreases over time due to the development of
global thermal instability which origin, as mentioned
above, can be traced back to inefficient mixing of CRs
with the thermal ICM and thus inefficient heating of
the bulk of the ICM. In all other cases but this one,
the cluster atmosphere exhibits temperature variations
but profiles vary around an average profile that does
not exhibit very low temperatures. Similar trends are
seen in the second row that shows profiles of the en-
tropy profile normalized to the initial entropy distribu-
tion. Only in the non-streaming case does the gas en-
tropy systematically decrease down to very low values.
This demonstrates that the case without CR transport
is unsuccessful. Very low gas temperatures and entropies
would lead to significant line emission and star formation
in excess of what is observed in cool cores. The third
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row shows X-ray emission-weighted temperature profiles.
Unlike the temperature distributions shown in the first
row, the emission-weighted ones do not show occasional
very large departures from the mean profile, and in par-
ticular they do not exhibit centrally inverted temperature
slopes, which is consistent with observations. Similarly,
the emission-weighted gas density distributions shown in
the fourth row are well-behaved. As a side comment,
note that the simulations by construction start from a
state that is out of thermodynamical equilibrium. This
means that we do expect larger temperature variations
compared to what one could have predicted starting from
hydrostatic and thermal equilibrium in the initial state.
Finally, the last row shows emission-weighted entropy
profiles and demonstrates that the AGN feedback is gen-
tle enough to preserve the positive entropy gradient in
agreement with observations.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We presented simulations of AGN feedback in clus-
ter cool cores including the effects of CRs. Specifically,
our simulations include CR injection by AGN jets, CR
streaming along the magnetic field lines, radiative cool-
ing, CR heating of the ICM via CR streaming instability,
Coulomb interactions and hadronic processes. Our con-
clusions can be summarized as follows.
• We presented a numerical proof of concept that
CRs supplied to the ICM via an AGN jet can ef-
ficiently heat the ICM in a self-regulating fashion.
This mode of heating does not demonstrably vio-
late observational constraints as only a low level of
CR pressure support is needed to offset radiative
cooling during the feedback cycle.
• The emission-weighted temperature and entropy
profiles predicted by this model are broadly con-
sistent with the data.
• CR streaming is an essential ingredient of the
model. When CR streaming is neglected, the
CRs inside the AGN-inflated bubbles do not ef-
ficiently interact with the ambient thermal ICM,
which leads to inefficient coupling of the AGN en-
ergy to the ICM, global cooling catastrophe, and
excessive accumulation of CRs in the center of the
cool core. On the other hand, when streaming
is included, CRs mix efficiently with the thermal
ICM and transfer their energy to the gas via CR
streaming heating and Coulomb and hadronic in-
teractions.
• In the simulations that include CR streaming, the
AGN jet and the X-ray luminosity of the cool core
are intermittent. When CR transport is neglected,
feedback loop is broken, AGN power is relatively
weakly variable and is not used efficiently to offset
cooling.
• When CR streaming heating and Coulomb and
hadronic heating processes are all included, it is the
CR streaming heating that dominates over other
CR heating mechanisms.
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